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INTRODUCTION

In this thesis, I will explain old and new views of curves, vectors,

1-forms and tensors. These views will be expressed conceptually in

terms of pictorial, abstract and component forms. I will use these

techniques to express the idea of both metric and non-metric space

and to show relationships between the new and old ideas.

I will use the ideas of flat space and demonstrate how they differ 

from ideas of curved space. In effect, I will show that flat space

(the cartesian coordinates) is a special case of curved space by a

cancellation of certain terms.

The purpose of this thesis is to state why we need curves, vectors,

1-forms and tensors.

It will be assumed that the reader has some knowledge of modern 

algebra, differential equations, modern physics (Lorentz transformations)

and some advanced calculus.
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CURVES

In this chapter we will show what curves look like in cart

esian coordinates and in curved space. Then we will give the 

concept of distance along a curve and the distance between two

curves. With this concept of distance in mind, we will then

introduce what is called a metric. Finally, I will show what 

curves look like in non-metric space.

The old view of curves in a pictorial concept is drawn

below in figure 1.1. This is done in a three-dimensional
loo Zl '

cartesian coordinate system, with a metric 010 =
001

(the concept of a metric will be explained with distance.) , Let

S be a surface and C a curve.

same metric as above

Now in a three-dimensional tilted coordinate system with the 
100 
010 , we will draw a curve C over a

surface S, as indicated below in figure 1.2.
001
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The idea of distance along a curve will next be illustrated
100
010
001

with a metric (drawn below in figure 1.3, with d (•) as a 

distance function and S a surface, and A and B are points). Both 

the tilted three-dimension coordinate system and a cartesian coordinate

system give the same kind of idea of a curve. We will use here a cart

esian coordinate system for convention.

distance along the curve from point A to point B.

We will use this idea to have a distance between two curves

and
100" A

and C„ on a surface S. We will use the metric 010 = rL
2 ooi_

denote d (•) as the distance from to on a surface S. This

will be drawn below in figure 1.4.
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In advanced calculus the idea of a metric space is expressed

as the distance between two distinct curves (i.e., where

and C meet at one point, as illustrated above in figure 1.4) which
2 cu

have a positive distance where d(CpC )>0. (Do not confuse this

metric with the metric
loo
010 =
001 Cf

, which will be explained later).

-100
010 as W

. 001 '-1

The new view of curves in space has just about identical

drawings, except that it uses a different metric. The new metric

used is:

We draw a curve C on a surface S in a cartesian coordinate

C is a curve drawn on a surface S in curved space with the

same metric.
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From these diagrams we can see that any curve looks the same

no matter what coordinate system we use. Whether it be curved or in

rectangular coordinates, any curve C looks the same (it turns out 

that the curve is the same) in any coordinate system.

The old abstract view of representing a curve with a metric 

will be denoted x^=f^(t) or f^- (t)=X£(t) where t is a parameter.

In two-dimensional cartesian coordinates y=f(x) where y=f 

or y=C are denoted as abstract notation of curves.

For three-dimensional cartesian coordinates z=g(x,y) where z=g 

is an abstract notation of a surface. We can have z=h(t) represent a 

three-dimensional curve where t is a parameter. This notation will 

be the same in an n-dimensional space.

The new abstract view of representing any curve is essentially 

the same as the old view. Here it will be represented by y=P(A) where 

A is a parameter. This parameter can be extended to any dimensional

space.

The old component view of representing any curve will be

described in terms of distance. First we must show what the idea of
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distance is in a three-dimensional cartesian coordinate system between

2 2two points P(x,y,z) and P(xo,yo,zo), which we know to be: S =(x-xo) +

2 2 2 2 2 ? (y-Yo) +(z-z0) , or in terms of infinitesimals: (ds) =(dx) +(dy) +(dz)
2

We will denote (ds) as:

3 3(ds)2=(dx1)2+(dx2)2+(dx3)2=S (dxp2=yg g-dx-dXj
(1.1)

where the gvy are the components of a matrix such that || gjJ{ =
100
010
001

and we will call g a matrix. We will let ds be an increment of

arc length of a curve C.

We will use the following as a new notation which will be 

expressed throughout the rest of this thesis. In equation 1.1 we have:

3 . 3 x
(ds)2=(dx1)2+(dx2)2+(dx3)3=.S (dx')2=J^'/giy dx^dx^ .

Our new notation will drop the summation sign in 1.1. From

1.1 we have:

3 -A
(ds)2=S?(dxi)(dxL)= ^g.;dxidxj = (dxi)2= g.-dx;dx/. (1.1a)

This process of dropping the summation sign was first introduced 

by Einstein. The purpose of dropping the summation sign was to let

people see symmetries in equations (unless otherwise stipulated,
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variables are to sum from (<-=1,2,3).)

Let x£ be a curve such that x£=x.£.(t) and t is a parameter. We

know that:

dx^ = (dxz/dt)dt (1.2)

z-, x2 dx.; dx• ,^-,2 
(ds) =8,t JJ- (dt) (1.3)

and from the operations of elementary calculus

(ds /dt) =gjj (dx j /dt) (dx/ /dt). (1.4)

dx ' dx ‘
We know that gjj(^1') (jt*) Is a positive quantity, so that

ds=(dx. /dfg^dt, (1.5)

and by integrating both sides of (1.5) from to to t then,

s(t)-s(t0) = ) (~j.|2,')!%t=^(t). (1.6)

Note that at t=to means (to)=0. If we define S(to)=0 then (1.6)

becomes

J # •afb’fct- t ) •
(1.7)
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In (1.7) s is the arc length of a curve as we have drawn in 

figure 1.3. And t was the parameter used.

The idea of distance between two points P(x,y,z,t) and 

P(x0,yo,Zo,t0) in the view will be denoted by s such that

s2=(x-xo)2+(y-yo)2+(z-zo)2-(t-to)2 (1.8)

or with the infinitesimal idea on s,x,y,z, and t

2 12 22 32 02(As) =(Ax A(AxV+UxV+( AxV, (1.9)

’ 0 A * / - —*or if 2,ax =ax (where Zis the complex number f-1) then by taking the

limit (1.9) becomes:

(ds)2 =(dx x)2+(dx2)2+(dx3)2+(dx^)2=gdx£ dxj =dx^dxi(for % =1,2,3,4) 

(1.10)

Let x^be a curve such that x-. =x^ (A) (f or i=1,2,3,4) where A.is a 

parameter, and note that dx;= (dxj/dX)dX(for i =1,2,3,4); so then

(ds)2=(||5 ^)(dX)2(for i=l,2,3,4) (1.11)

dx * dxSince (for * =1,2,3,4) is a positive quantity, and by

following the same procedure as we did for the old way, and Aas a
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parameter, the arc length will be expressed as

So then the two ideas of arc length of a curve C is essentially

the same. The curve is an important idea. Because we can see

that, without a curve, we have no way of expressing what the arc

length is.

A curve P(X) in a coordinate system with no metric would look

like figure 1.7.

fig. 1.7

With the metric gone there is no concept of length or proper length 

along a curve. The X’s are only like parametrizations of each point 

on the curve P; they are not a measure of distance (i.e., fromX=l 

to /i~3 along the curve P does not equal a distance of 2. There is 

no idea of length along a curve in non-metric space ),

Now we say no arc length I Then how can a curve be important

in non-metric space? We will see that a curve has ways of explain

ing what vectors are. Without curves we can find no purpose to

draw them. So we must have a purpose for something in order to find
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application, or some stimulus to get an application (of,say,vectors)

Reference

[l] John M.H. Olmsted, Advanced Calculus, New York Appleton-Centry-

Crofts, 1956 page 522.
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VECTORS AND 1-FORMS

In this chapter we will explain why vectors are necessary.

We will show that in flat space, the 1-form components equal the 

vector components. Then we will show the difference between vectors 

and 1-forms in curved space. The idea of 1-forms in curved space 

should show why 1-forms are necessary. And finally we will explain 

what is parallel transport of a vector and 1-form and why do we

really need it.

A vector, old view concept, is important because we need some 

device to show magnitude and direction (it will be assumed that 

magnitude and direction are preconceived concepts.)

Any vector V is defined in a three-dimensional cartesian 

coordinate system as: v sCx^-xpi+Cx^-x^)j+Cx^-x^k.

Let i be a unit vector such that |i|=l, and is directed along 

x^. Let j be a unit vector such that |j|=l and is directed along 

x^. And let k be a unit vector such that |kj=1, which is directed 

along Xy

So V is defined in terms of i,j, and k such that

v =(x’-xpi + (x^-x2)j + (x2~x3)k.

The 1-form concept will be illustrated below in figure 2.0, with 

a vector V. The vector V has components /(for 1=1,2,3) and the
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1-form components will be expressed as

(Hang on! The upper and lower index t will be

r/ fl, if* = *
Let us define d(the Kronecker Delta) such that<) = )0, ifjyK. 

With this , we can relate the components of the vector with the

1-form components, all compacted into a formula:

A? = 2

To get the 1-form idea more clear, consider the figure below.
-T

We will designate/t (for t=l,2,3) as the vector v’s components and

X'^for 7=1,2,3) as the 1-form components in a tilted coordinate

system. (In a two-dimensional tilted coordinate system, we have 

[2]degrees between the two axis.)



The relations between the vector components X(for t=l,2) 

and the 1-form components X(for % =1,2) are:

X1=A1+^2SIN(ir/2-9<)=Ai+>2coso(, and ^SIN^-^^+^COS^ .

These equations can be compacted with a variable index where they 

are the same expression. Therefore,

A =Ai+/ijcostf(f°r t >J = 1,2 and for i /j.)

In the above equations we see that the vector components and 

the 1—form components are not the same (as was the case in cartesian 

coordinates). But why have 1-forms? We see in figure 2.1 that the 

vector components of v are constructed such that the dotted line 

extending from v intersected the axis at a right angle, whereas 

the 1-forms were constructed such that the dotted line would be 

parallel to the opposite axis it would intersect (in this case.)

We may note that as 0( approaches (-*)lT/2, in this tilted coordinate 

system: \ = so that the coordinate sytem in figure 2.2 will
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approach a cartesian coordinate system asC(->Tr/2. The inverse of

/ = A? + /tC0S<X is:
</

X1='X1(CSC<X)2-)^CSC« COT* , and X2=\2(CSCci )2-\1CSC<X COTA. 

These equations can be compacted such that,

)^= ^(CSCoO2-/-* (CSCA COTA) (for and £,j=l,2).

We may proceed in the same manner to express terms of

R,, and X in a three-dimensional tilted coordinate system 

where w is any vector

and in the same manner, as we did for figure 2.1 find that

^^(for i- = l,2,3) .

We have shown a distinction between vector components and 1-form

components, but this is for straight, evenly parametrized axis.

What would happen if the axis behaved like a curve? How are we

going to express the vector and 1-form components? A picture of

vector components and 1-form components in curved space (or

squiggly space, fig. 1.6) will show why a better refinement of vector 

components and 1-form components are necessary.

CARROLL COLLEGE LIBRARY 
HELENA, MONTANA 59601
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Let v be a 

and yXbCfor

xt
vector and let /((for 1=1,2,3) be the vector components 

•j =1,2,3) be the 1-form components.

We will stop here, and wait for the new ideas on how to express

vectors and 1-forms.

We will next proceed to show an application of a vector along

a curve known to be the gradient. We will also show the direction

al derivative expressed in terms of the gradient.

Let C be a curve and a vector P tangent to C at a point 0.

And let Q be another vector not tangent to C at a point 0,

illustrated below.

C2]

From the figure above we see that 0H=|Q[COS(9), and note
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Q-P=|Q||P| C0S9; so then COS0= (Q/|Q | ) (P/1 P | ) . This means that OH=Q P/ |P|.

If a curve C is expressed as xl =x1'(s) and contains a point 0 

which is tangent to P, then P/|P| has components dx*/ds and Q is the 

gradient ^/^x'1 of a scalar function (j) at 0.

The projection OH of^/Jxl (which is the gradient) by use of the 

chain rule, becomes:

ds }xl Js, (2.0)

d()/ds is called the directional derivative (j) along C at 0. Here 

we see that since Jljl/jx1 is a vector and Jx‘/Js is a vector then 

d^)/ds is a scalar. is a scalar because we have the multipli

cation of two vectors. This multiplication can be expressed 

as the dot product between the two vectors. We will see more on

what the directional derivative is in the new views.

We will now parallel transport a vector in cartesian coordi

nates. Before we parallel transport we must ask ourselves, "why 

parallel transport?" This just gives us a better idea on which 

direction the vector is at any point. For example, suppose that 

you called someone on a phone to ask them how to get to a point A.

That person must in effect parallel transport his knowledge of 

direction and magnitude to your direction and magnitude. How can 

that person explain his direction and magnitude to your terms of 

direction and magnitude without parallel transport?
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Let V be a vector in two-dimensional cartesian coordinate space. 

Where V=Ax.|ij+Zlx2i2=AX2 if (£ =1,2) where i,' is a unit vector.

Now we can parallel transport anywhere in carestian coordinates

as long as the components are of the same magnitude and in the same

direction. An abstract view is the same as the pictorial view

since it looks or points in the same direction and has the same

magnitude after parallel transport has been completed.

The figure below shows how vectors are parallel transported 

in cartesian coordinates (fig. 2.5) and tilted coordinates (fig. 2.6)

X2

l .
2 i*•

fig. 2.51

V is the same vector in all three cases such that

v=^x1i1+Ax2i2=Ax1i1+Zs,x2i2=v'=Ax1"i1+Ax2' ’i2=v’'

which means that /^x^=ax^ '=/\x^ ' ' and/\x2=£x2 ’ =ax2 ’ '

W '
f f

X

fig. 2.6
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Where^x=Ax’=Ax''. Therefore, if the components of this

vector w in the above figure are equal to the components of the 

vector w’ then,w=w'. We also see from figure 2.6 that w=w'=w''.

Now we will use the new ideas to explain vectors and 1-forms.

A vector here has the same purpose as it did with the old view. A 

vector has magnitude and direction. The idea of a 1-form cannot

really be expressed apart from a vector. This idea was shown in 

figures 2.2, 2.3 and 2.4. We did not express a vector without

the 1-form components.

We must define what a vector is before we can use the idea

of what a 1-form is. The first thing to do is to define what an

event is. We will use the idea of an event to define a vector.

We shall describe an event as a set of points without use

of coordinates. They will be denoted by P,Q,A,B and so on. We 

will denote coordinates of an event P by t(P),xa(P), or in 

shorthand notation t, or x*.

We shall define a vector as an arrow with A and B events so

V =B-A(orAB). We may define a vector as a parametrized straight line 
An

p(A)=A+X(b-a) .

Therefore,

(d/d A) (A+A ( B-A) ) =B-A=P (A=1) -p (A=o)=(t ip) - (tail) =vAB f
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or since: PQJ=A+A(B-A)

then VAB=(dP (A) 0-

We will now try and find the components of a vector u 

expressed in terms of the coordinates of an eventdenoted x/(f) 

(for^=0,1,2,3) . Why this is done will be shown in equation 2.11.

We will let the parametrized straight line P(?) be defined such

that:

P(d')=x/*(?)eM(for^=0,1,2,3)

where e^, are the basis vectors. These basis vectors can be related 

to the unit vectors i,j,k of figure 2.1. These unit vectors can be 

more directly related to the unit vectors and given in

figure 2.5. We can express u in terms of a parametrized straight 

line. Therefore we have:u = (dP/dT)/__0= (dx/*/dT)^ =u* e,(for o( =0,1,2,3), 

where u* are the components of u. We see from above that dx/*/dd' are

the components of u . Therefore: 

dx*u* = (2.1a)dT

For any vector w we define it to have components w* such that:

W =w'e0( (for <*=0,1,2,3) (2.

We now define a metric tensor as a machine with two slots
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for inserting vectors. It is necessary to define this metric, because 

we need this to give us a concept of distance:

j ’ | }
first slot' second slot

This machine grinds out a real number: g(u,v) = u-v, where 

the is the dot product of two vectors.

We see that this is a linear machine:

g(au+bv,w) = (au+bv) -w=ag(u,w)+bg(v,w).

-1000 
0100 
0010 
0001

and note this comes from the idea that (As)2=-(ax°)2+(ax1)2+(Ax2)2+ 

(ax3)2=Ax’<a^(^ ,^) (for =0,1,2,3).

Note the similarity between this equation and equations 1.8 

and 1.9.

We will now show how a 1—form is related to a vector. Consider 

the surfaces of constant phase (J) in figure 2.7 and note that v is a 

vector piercing crin figure 2.9:^

Next we will define ,e, )=e„ -e,=

fig. 2.7
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where Q and Qo are two events such that V=Q-QO. We have V piercing 

the 1-form <5~. Let us denote ^<5~,v^= numbers of surfaces pierced in 

figure 2.9, or "bongs of a bell," so that <•? will grind out a real 

number. We see that in figure 2.9<£s',v>'= 6.8. (where .8 is just a 

way of saying v pierces CT, .8 of a surface.) Each of the surfaces 

of <5* is made of constant phase (j); therefore,

4r,V>=0(Q)-0(Qo).

We see from figure 2.8 that the positive sense of A is in

the -t direction, since we have a minus sign for the t part of
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the metric (i.e. ,/^0O=~l) . We also see that the positive sense of 

E is in the positive y direction, because there is a plus sign for 

the y part of the metric (i.e.>^22=+^" has some comPonents; 

so then D must have some components in the -e0 direction. Note

that C does not pierce any C; so then 00=0, and therefore note

that C must be a null vector. This is the idea of vectors piercing 

1-forms to get "bongs of a bell."

Consider another example with a metric:

obtained this metric such that:

+10 0 €
0-1 0 =
0 0-1 wf,

We

((^)2=(dx4)2-(<ax5)2-(dx6)2=j’̂ dxc( dx^(for <x ,^ = 4,5,6).

Z'—*
N is an arbitrary vector and N is the arbitrary corresponding

We see from figure 2.8a that the positive sense of H is in the



-e, direction, since the minus sign for the dx part of the metric 
6 o

(i.e.,V =-l) . We also see that the positive sense of I is in the 
-/oo

-e^ direction, because there is a minus sign for the dx^ part of
-7 Z'-'

the metric (i.e.,j =-l). We see that the positive sense of G is 

in the positive direction, because there is a plus sign for the 

part of the metric (i.e., J^=+l) . J has some dx^ components, so 

then J must have some components in the -e^ direction. Note that 

K does not pierce any K; so then K-K=0, and therefore note that K

must be a null vector. This is the idea of vectors piercing

1-forms to get "bongs of a bell."

We now wish to show the property of a 1-form as a linear real

valued function of vectors. Consider the following diagram.

positive 
sense of

. . aU+bV positive 
sense of

fig. 2.10

From the previous figure we see that
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<<X,aU> +<oC,bV>=<^,aU+b^=a<o< ,U>+b«V>.

The next property will not be shown, but can be done by the

same procedure as above; therefore:

Both of these properties show the linearity of the symbols.

From figure 2.7 we see that V is a projection ontT; so then 

we have for vectors P,U and the 1-form P (where P is the corres

ponding 1-form of the vector P, which pierces the surface P),

<P,U>=P-U. (2.2)

The represents the dot product of two vectors. Note that

2.2 and the g machine both grind out the dot product between vectors. 

This means that "<>" can be thought of also as a machine. I will 

now state a mathematical example of a 1-form, using the gradient.

We are familiar with the idea that a gradient is a vector.

I will bring out the idea that the gradient could be conceived as

a 1-form.

Let f be a differentiable and continous function in the neigh

borhood of a point Po. f can be explained by use of Taylor's formula:

f(P)=f(Po) + <df,P-P> + ( nonlinear terms) (like^d^f, (P-Po) S) , (2 • 3)
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where ^df,P-P^ is related to the first derivative in Taylor's formula.

Let the curve P(X) be such that;

P(X) =XV+P0

We choose this type of curve because the P-Po term will end up 

to be a vector which belongs in the second slot ofO . We shall 

differentiate f along this curve P. We see that differentiating 2.3 

with respect to X makes dP/dX=V. So then the difference along f 

depends on how small V is, therefore:

f (XV+Po)=f (Po)+<(df ,P-P0> + ( nonlinear terms)

3vf=(d/dX) of(P(X)) (2.4)

Therefore:

} f=(df/d« . (2.5)
V I©

This implies that is a differential operator such that

(dX3X)at ^=o along the curve P(A)-Po=Xv. (2.6)

We will show that } t (which is actually the directional derivative f 

along v) are the components of df times V. We will show that 

J f is related to 2.0.

We see by use of equation 2.5 that
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^vf=(df/djL)p =df (Po)/d\+~^ <df,v>+ —(nonlinear terms)afc p=p

This means by the use of the chain rule for the machine <>. (This 

will be shown in equation 4.14 but cannot be done here.) Note that 

df is independent of A; therefore

f = <d(df), v?+<df,v> =<df,v> . (2.7)
V d\

The nonlinear term quantity will drop out because we will still 

have a P-Po term in there. So when P=PO, then machine reduces 

to zero, df is a linear machine which grinds out the rate of change 

of f along any vector V. For small V, df is the difference of f

between tail and tip of v.

We see that df is in the left hand slot of the machine in

2.7. So df can be thought of as a 1-form. From 2.2 we see the 

1-form P in the left hand slot. 1-form always reside in the slot 

because that is how we define it. Let w*be a basis 1-form. Let x* 

be a constant surface (like a plane); then the difference between the 

surfaces (which are arbitrarily close to one another) is dx*

(for <x=0,1,2) . Therefore:

v/= dx* (for °< =0,1,2) . (2.8)

r i
The concept of equation 2.8 will be expressed in the following figure
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Note that from figure 2.12 we come up with the following expressings

<ww,e.> = £, (2.9)
A f

where q, denotes the number of bongs of a w*surface. The 1-form 

may be expressed as was done in 2.1 with 0^ as components; therefore:

er (for^ =0,1,2,3).

The vector V may be expressed as was done in 2.1 with as components:

V=AZ-*e^ (for <*=0,1,2,3) .

We know that the <)> machine is linear; therefore:

=^<w/ ,<V>

<.w*,v> = <w*x,vfep / (2.10)
<cr,v>= <^w^,v*q,,> =«s^v<$/,eA> =<^v°<^f=<^vf(for =0,1,2,3) .
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Equations 2.10 give us ways of calculating the components of vectors 

and (or) Informs. This will be necessary to find f given in 2.7. 

From equations 2.6 and by use of the chain rule, we see that the oper

ator^ is such that
v

J= (d/dXL = (dx*/a\)p x-)=(^)..
V r o Jr o o dX^t Po'along PW=Av+Po<'£)xf*) (lor^"°>1;2>3) 

(2.11)

Here is where our need for equation 2.1 comes in. We need to express 

dx^/dX in terms of vector components. To find out which vector we 

can refer to, we can have P(X)=Xv+Po; therefore:

(dx/dX) = Vs" (for *=0,1,2,3).
i o

V

From this point on, all subscripts will be summed from (<*=0,1,2,3) . 

Otherwise it will be denoted differently. We see that (the operator) 

has the components v1* such that:

(2.12)

Therefore equation 2.7 becomes

<)vf =v*c7 3 Z f (P) =va J f x* .

Note the similarity between and —from equation 2.0.

(2.13)

We can
ax1relate v* with ~ and also we can relate with <}(j)/i)x’!''.

In finding the directional derivative J f we used the fact th

the gradient df is a 1-form. If it is conceived as a 1-form, what
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are its components? Or, if we find the gradient components, what 

are we going to do with them? These components can be used to cal

culate what the directional derivative f is. We already know what 

the components of V are, so we can use 2.10 to calculate f. Now we 

will express the directional derivative in terms of basis coordinates

That is, instead of finding f we wil find f. Define 3 such that:
v e* e«*

(2.14)

Now redefine the curve P(X) such that

P(<)-Po=Xefc. (2.15)

Apply the operator to f and by use of the same idea as 2.11:

^f = (d/d£> Qf(P(t)) = (df/dX)Po. (2.16)

Therefore:

3 f = |^<df’ P-Po>=<df,e<<>=d/dx* f, (2.17)

since (dx /dpat Pq along P(%)=/ex+Po .

We have and from 2.13 and 2.17:

c) =

(2.18)
?vf =v*<df ,e,?> (<>/<) x* (f)).

Is (^x*(f)) the components of df? Let the 1-form components of the 

gradient df be denoted f^such that
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df = f,*v/= f^dx*. (2.19)

From use of equations 2.10 we have:

<df,e^= f,^ = ^ f = 4<f • 
s*

By equation 2.17

f„x= <9 f =4f =^f/Jx* •
eo<

So we see that ^f/^xw are the components of the gradient df. And that 

df can be expressed in vary familiar terms by equation 2.18:

df = (^f/a x“)dx^. (2.20)

The gradient to be expressed as a 1-form was necessary. It was 

necessary becuase we needed the "O" machine to express the directional 

derivative. From the machine idea of the "O" we can visualize a 

vectorV piercing the gradient df. The vector V here can be

visualized as a tangent vector to a function f. This idea will be

illustrated below.

From figure 2.13 and equation 2.20 we can see that the dx are the basis
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1-form surfaces pierced by a tangent vectorV. From these

examples, it should be clear why we need the 1-form and what purpose

it has in mathematical application.

Now we wish to describe what vectors and 1-forms look like

in a non-metric space.
10 -100 -1000

In a non-metric space the quantities 01 5 0+10
00+1

5 0100
0010
0001

There is no metric tensor in this space. Events need no refinement.

For events P and Q in a non-metric space they will still be expressed

the same since they did not depend on any metric.

For curves in a non-metric or metric-free space there is no

concept of length or straightness, as was shown in figure 1.7.

We would like to find a way to express the directional

derivative in this space in order to describe what vectors and

1-forms "look like" in non-metric space. How can I explain the 

derivative of a curve if I don't have a metric, or have a

change with respect to what? I can think of change with respect

to each event or each point without having to refer to a metric.

The curveXI(P*) in non-metric space is illustrated below.

where P^ (<x= . .. ,-2,-l,0,1, .. .) are events for which the curve
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passes through. Here events can be conceived in terms of degrees 

of heat. (I.e., if a person walks along he will know if he is at 

P? or PR by the temperature at that point). Each of the events above 

has a different temperature. So here we can conceive the idea of a

derivative as a rate-of-change with respect to heat along a curve 

fl(P). A diagram is drawn below for a group of curves P with differ

ent parameters A, and'$and each of these curves has a tangent

vector at a specific point P(0).

. 2.15

dP/d^(«X=A,l, is a tangent vector to the curve P(<x) in

the figure illustrated above. And all of these vectors lie in the

same tangent space as shown in figure 2.15. dP/c&is said to lie 

in a "tangent space" or in a "tangent plane" at P(0). We will next 

wish to show that the tangent vector (say U) is the directional 

derivative operator. This is done because we wish to show some

ways on how to get the components of the gradient and how to get

the components of the directional derivative. Then we will com

pare the ideas of the directional derivative and the gradient in 

non-metric space with the ideas of them in metric space and see if
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they differ.

Let us consider two events on a curve P, designated Qo and Q^.

To express the directional derivative operator, we wish to end up

with the difference formula of the form Si? = f (?) =lim f(P +Po)-f(P), 
dp ~

for which f is a function and V a general event with Po designated

as a specific event. Let A be the parameter along the curve. Take

the difference where 1 (f(P(A=)o+e) )-f-((P( A =Ao) ) ) • This is
ft]6

times the change of f as a point goes from P(Ao)to P(Ao+e)- '

So by taking the limit of this difference (asN*^00): lim i£f (P(A0+e)) 

-f(P(Ao))) = df/dX. For the point to go from P(Ao) to P(\o +e)im- 

plies that the point was directed by some vector U. The operation

of directing the point gave us the directional derivative. From

this, we may say that U was the directional derivative operator.

The tangent vectorU to a curve P(X) is the directional derivative 

operator along that curve. By the use of the fact that , and

of equation 2.12 and equation 2.18(since they did not rely on metric 

||/J ||) We Can come UP with1

U=?u=(d/dA). (2.23)

All we wish to do is to explain what the directional derivative is

in a non-metric space. We may wish to find the components of vectors

and 1-forms in a non-metric space. We will let be the basis

vectors and be the basis 1-forms. The components of a vector U 

will be expressed U* and the components of a 1-form (3~will be
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expressed and therefore:

(2.24)

The symbol "/)" gave no reference to a metric from figure 2.9. 

We need this machine to grind out for us in a non-metric space,

the components of either a vector or a 1-form. We may apply

x<5"»U> = (number of bongs of a bell). (2.25)

However U,V} is rubbed out since the is out in U‘V which

was used in the definition of the metric tensor g. We are trying 

to describe vectors and 1-forms in a non-metric space. This is 

why we introduced the here. To see what 1-forms look like

consider the following figure.

3

positive sense of W

positive sense 
of w^

fig. 2.16

2

w’ and are respectively the basis 1-forms and the basis vectors 

in the tangent space of an event P. We see that^W,^^ = £ „

follows from figure 2.16; therefore:

(2.26)
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By use of the fact that U = tug* and cr = w/ (where U* and are

the respective components of the vector U and the dual 1-form er) and

equations 2.25 and 2.26:

<wf ,e> = <^ ^ = <

<W*,U> = i?

<<T,U>=C< u* = ^uf . (2.27)

2.27 are just ways in which we can calculate the components of

either vectors or 1-forms or both vectors and 1-forms. This process

is necessary to find the directional derivative (d) f) and the 
u

components of the gradient df.

The gradient df was first introduced with no relation to the

metric, and with the gradient thought of as a 1-form. All of df 

lie in the tangent space and not in the metric space and since

there is no metric:

^uf = <df,U>=u[f] (2.28)

df = f^w** = f,<xdx* . (2.29)

We see from 2.23 that U = b implies for the basis vectors e* 
u

that eM= 3 = 4*-

The components of df, which was denoted in equation 2.29 by f,* 
d * j

are such that from 2.28 and the fact that f = ~r~£ we see:dX </%

= <df;e> = fjo< = a/o)x* f = cU = c>Qf =ejf] , (2.30)
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From 2.26 2.29 and 2.30 we have 

<w^,q,> = <dxf , <)/}

which can be related to equation 0 and equation 2.13

So the directional derivative looks the same in non-metric space

components of df (the gradient) we have from

This equation is expressed the same way in metric space This was

done in equation Both equations look identical

Here I will

in non-metric space In figure 2.1 L we have the family of curves

in a non-metric space

the family to
of curves---- Z——
P(X) one family of
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The quantity of A in figure 2.17 can be characterized by 

f(P^)-f(P^) in values of an arbitrary function at P^ and P^.

We move away from the idea of metric-free space and move

to parallel transport of a vector. We will use a method called 

Schild's ladder. To parallel transport a vector first we will

introduce this method in flat cartesian coordinates and then in

curved space. We will first parallel transport a vector in 

cartesian coordinates by use of Schild's ladderalong a curve C 

from point A to point B.

The concept of a geodesic here is a straight line (shortest 

distance between two points in a flat plane space).

Let YA be the (tip)-(tail) of a vector V where V= Y-A =

in figure 2.18.

Y Let segment C-Y be the shortest

distance from the point Y to

curve C at point C. The mid

point M along this line is such

We have created a new

fig.2.18a that (C+Y)/2.

from

a point which

such that A-M = M-Z

which turns

out to have been parallel transported along a curve C. Now extend
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this process until we have reached the point B, as illustrated

below in figure 2.18c. 

Y
•Ay

fig. 2.18c

From figure 2.18d we see that Ax = , and AY =AY^.

So a vector V = W. Also note that the curve C, through the points

A and B by this method, is unique.

Next consider parallel transport of a vector in curved space by

use of Schild's ladder. The concept of a straight line to be a 

geodesic is abandoned here, since this need not be true in curved

space.

Consider the vector AX to be parallel transported along curve

C from point A to point B.

The segment X-M is a geodesic 

and a point N is determined by

taking any affine parametrization

\ of XM and by defining a unique

point N such that X =Js(A +A ) .
n x m

We next take the geodesic from

point A to a point N and extend

an equal parametrization from the

M

A X

fig. 2.19a

fig. 2.19b

point N to a point P. The vector
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fig. 2.19c

MP is parallel to AX at M on the

curve. The segment Q-P is a geo

desic and a point S is determined

by taking any affine parametrization

\ of QP and by defining a unique

point S such that X =1s(X + X).s p q

We next take the geodesic from point 

M to a point S and extend an equal

parametrization from the point S to 

a point R. The vector QR is parallel 

to MP at point Q on the curve and AX

at point Q on the curve. If we

continue this process and proceed 

in the same manner(through this 

"ladder" process) as we did to get

QR and repeat until we have a

vector BD. We see that BD is parallel

to itself at A.

It will not be shown here, but note that the curve through the 

point A and point B, of which the vector AX was parallel transported,

is a unique one, as was the case in cartesian coordinates.
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TENSORS

What are tensors? Why do we need tensors? These questions

should be answered by the time you finish reading this section on

tensors.

We must first have the idea of what transformations are

before we can give you an idea of what tensors are.

I will now give an example of a transformation of the form: 

x\ =/.£^xj+aj . The Lorentz Transformation, which is of this type of 

transformation, is illustrated below.

Therefore:

y=y

x=x

t=tCOSHd+zSINH*

z=tSINW+zCOSHo(.

This transformation is of the form: x; = Xx:+a‘, where a;= 0 
4 J *

COSHtf 0 0 SINHtf
) 0 1 0 0

0 0 1 0
SINHo( 0 0 COSH*

The inverse can be obtained through
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an algebraic manipulation of the above transformation (or by finding 
the inverse of the |[ |j matrix.) Therefore,

y= y

X = X

t = t COSH* - z SINH*

z =-t SINHot + z COSH (A .

We now have the above transformations of the form

where a1

COSH* 0 0 -SINHA
= 0 and = 0 1 0 0

0 0 1 0
-SINHAO 0 COSHa.

The Lorentz Transform

ation is a linear transformation.

We will now give an example of a curvilinear transformation 

’ —1 —2 —3which is of the form xl= xT(x ,x ,x ) (for 7 = 1,2,3). The transform 

ation from cartesian coordinates to a spherical coordinates is an 

example of a curvilinear transformation. This idea is illustrated

Therefore from the above we have:
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x1=(x1 SIN: x3) (COS x2)

x2=(x! SIN x3)(SIN x2)

3 -1 -3x = x COS x

' -1 -2 -3 Til
The equations above have the form xT= x^(x ,x ,x ) ,L The inverse 

* — 1 2 3
of such a transformation is of the form x = x (x ,x ,x ) . This is

given below.

-1x = ((xV+uV+uV)'

= SIN-1((SIN-1

-3x = COS-1

.. 1,2, . 2,2 . 3,2,-, ((x ) +(x ) +(x ) )

3

r) (cos-1
.. 1,2, . 2,2 , 3,2A ((x ) +(x ) + (x ) )

((x)+(x)+(x))

2 2 2 -2 Do not confuse x with (x) . x here is just like y, and x is 

just like (f) in the spherical coordinate system. Notation is the 

only difference here.
For a rotational transformation of the form x\ =\;x:+ ai^we

have it
COSO SING 
-SING COSG , aj= 0. In the following figure we have

x x r) 3

points A(xpyp and B(x2,y2) and a line thru A and B.

X

fig. 3.1a
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_2--2--2Consequently, (/is) =(x2~x^) +(y2-y^) ' Next we rotate the axis in a 

positive 9 direction. The points A(x^,yp and B(x2,y2) are in the 

new coordinate system.

2 2 2 - 2 2 Then (As) =(x2~x1) + (y2~yp • In order to show that (As) =(as) then,

(As)2=(x2-xp2+(y2-y1)2=((x2-x1)COS9 + (y2~yp SING) 2+

((y2_yi)C°S0' -(x2"X1)SIN0)2

= (x2-x1)2+(y2-y1)2+2(x2-x1) (y^y^COSG SING -2(x-x])(y2-y1)COSG SING

= (x2~x1)2+(y2~y T)2=(As)2.

This means that no matter what coordinate system used, the

distance is always the same. In the same manner one may proceed to 

show that distance between two points is the same for any other

coordinate transformation used.

Now we can give you an idea of what a tensor is. We already 

know how to express distance by use of the metric (i.e ., (ds) ^^jdx^dx^ ) 

where the is a two-dimensional matrix. Visualize a quantity

with three variables (instead of just dx“ dx^ which is of quadratic
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form) where we have dx*dj/ dx1* . In front of dx* dxf dx* would be a 

quantity \gi, which is a three-dimensional matrix (i . e. ,V „ dx*dx? dx
( T

is of cubic form). This could express volume in three-dimensional 

space whereas the quadratic form could express area in two-dimensions 

<X, f) and may sum to any arbitrary amount. We also know that 

need not be a diagonal matrix (i.e., one of the off diagonals may not 

be zero). This is the case when we consider the total three-

dimensional force F acting on a flat surface that is at an angle with 

respect to the XZ plane. The stress and dS (which is the n^
an n

delta area of the surface and can be related to dx*dx^) are related

to the force j? such that F =cr dS . The quantity 'a' denotes in r £a an n J

any a(x,y,z) direction. ends up to be a two-dimensional matrix

with non-zero components in the off diagonals.

If we consider a force which acts on a surface which is not

flat in three-dimensional space we may find some use of the cubic 

form of ^\dx*dxf dx^ to find the total force. We may note that

or any Other quantity need not be limited to a 1,2,3 or n-

dimensional space. can be functions in a two-dimension space

instead of three , as we gave in the above example, or in any n-

dimensional space. The quantities (/ and will be referred to as 

funtions instead of matrices, because their size (like a matrix with

a 3x3x3 is in a three-dimensional space) will rely on a specific 

coordinate system like x“QJ (forc(=0,1,2,3, as an example).

All of this brings in the first idea of a tensor which we
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will define as follows:

f=b
•y * it (3.0)

where are functions of a point x' = x^(t) ( t is a parameter).
From 3.0 we see that we have a coordinate system j , , J* and .

If we did not have a tensor we would have no way of expressing all 

of the different coordinates in a compact form. Let a^ be a linear 

transformation (as the were in the above example) and assume

that the commutative law hold for these transformations such that

S ■ •• V- i a.

(3.1)

o ' h a,3 = a i a' L art ai ai a^
-f.

and 'J are called the contravariant variables of f. We have 

an inverse transformation a'^ such that ajJ1 = ^(this was true in 

the above examples of linear transformation) where,

(3.2)

is called the covariant of f.

We will now wish to show some properties of the tensor. One

property is that the derivative of a tensor need not yield a tensor.
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(In one case we do obtain a tensor). We must show that a tensor is

- - - ( 
invariant (i.e., f= f, where f is a tensor which has components b^ 

such that:

j r v i
T (3.3)

This leads to the following theorem.

Theorem 1. Given that the components of a tensor f transforms under

the usual transformation law (i.e., b; = b r a’1” a ^a'k )
’ M * s 1 J r s

then f is invariant.

Proof: By 3.0 we have f= • It was given that the

functions b^y^ transform under the transformation law; therefore:

f= V*a'^ 0

(The symbol 0 is used to denote that the proof is complete).

The form of f is called a tensor of fourth-order and b^-are

the components of a particular coordinate system chosen. b^ could 

be the components of a second-order contravariant tensor. b^s could 

be the components of a third-order covariant tensor.

are the components of a contravariant tensor of first-order, 

with a transformation X = aj A . (indices up)

^2 are the components of a covariant tensor of first-order with 

the transformation At= A.j • (indices down)

Consider the following examples of what a tensor is. We will
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call a tensor of first-order a vector (indices up) with the linear

transformation x = aj x3. This is a special case for what a tensor 
12 3 nF 1*1

is. A single valued function b(x ,x ,x ,.. . ,x ) 1 J is a tensor of 

zero-order because the value of the function is the same, no matter 

what the coordinate system; that is to say:

,,123 n. r,-l -2 -2 -n.b(x ,x ,x , .. . ,x )=b(x ,x ,x ,...,x ). (3.6)

Note that the vanishing of a tensor in any coordinate system is

an invariant property (i.e., if bt-^t = 0, then f = 0) .

Contraction of a fifth-order mixed tensor occurs when we set 
ri] M

k=S of the tensor D. So the components of D, d-j would turn out 

to be d^*, . Then we could write d^?^ since ?, / and rn are

left free to sum. It can be shown that contraction is an invariant

property. We also see this process of contraction reduces the

order of a tensor. Why have contraction? What good is it? These 

ideas on 'what good' contraction is will become evident when we 

consider the tensor product in the new view.
Symmetry and anti-symmetry^ of a tensor is an important concept 

when we are considering the differentiation of tensors. Symmetry of

a tensor is denoted such that for a symmetric tensor A has the property

(3.7)

For a skew-symmetry or anti-symmetry tensor, B has the property:
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B C„ = _B = +B = _B
r V f If ' %

(3.8)

Similarly it can be treated the same way (of symmetry and anti

symmetry) for any tensor of any kind or order. We know that 

xl=xl(x\x^,x^) is a curvilinear transformation and xz=x^(x\x2,x^)(3.9) 

is the iverse transformation. And note the obvious property that:

daf dx*=f 
dX*dx< (3.10)

We see from equation 2.2 for a special kind of metric that

(ds)2=^;dx5 dx* . (3.11)

This denotes the distance between two points P and Q. It was also 
2

shown that (ds) is the same regardless of the coordinate system 

used. By use of the chain rule of 3.11:

(ds)Mi as* S’'
(3.12)

p 1
Now let aZj be such that

From 3.12 and use of the chain rule, it follows that

a = . (3.13)
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So

(ds) 2=ax? 2 x k ) x’ = ~ ~ Jx1 = Jx'J x> .
)x* (3.14)

- Ax*Ax*= „, 
<)x5 '<! (3.15)

12 3We know that b,-y (x ,x ,x ) can be transformed in the same manner as the 

procedure in 3.15. So,

Jx^x1
bW b Kl ^x^x1 • (3.16)

The same procedure goes for the b's with the indices up.

Why do all of this? We see that 3.16 is of the same form as a

tensor f in 3.0, which shows that the b's can be visualized as tensors.

Let us define a transformation of to as follows:

l7j'. ]Jx’
/.^= Aj — j , and the inverse follows from 3.10:Jx2

A’ -A’ (3.17)

We also see here that Aj, is a tensor because it is of the same form 

as 3.0. By the use of the chain rule on ^we have

dxl <)x-f<?X*

Then, from 3.17:

(3.18)

Xi=0f/^xt

=9f/?x-

(3.19)
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(3.20)dxJ dx* Px^

Alas, we will now differentiate the tensor of equation 3.18 with

respect to x,

J-2f = /f , Jx3Jx*
Jj&xi Jx1 dxk

If ^f/<)xJ« 0 and ) )LJI<)xkdx2 = 0, then 3.16 implies that

b^ = J2f/ J xl X* and b^y = )2f/ <) x'1 Jx * .

Therefore, xZ=x1'(x^ ,x2,x^) is linear, if ^2x*/Jxk <) x* = 0.

This means that the derivative of a tensor need not be a tensor,

because 3.20 is not of the form of 3.0. We also see from above that

an important property of tensors is that it must be linear.

We will now proceed to show a case in which the derivative

of a tensor is indeed a tensor. This type of tensor is called the

Riemann-Christoffel Tensor. We will define the Christoffel symbol 

P in order to show that the derivative of a special tensor yields

a tensor.

Take equation 3.15 and note that the a's and a's are symmetric 

(with use that & is commutatuive); then,

Jx*t)_xJ _ . Jx’’d_x?> _ -
afi }xe ^xW a (3.21)

Use the same procedure as in 3.21 to show a- = a- . If we differentiate 

[1]3.21L with respect to x we find that

_ t)a»j £x‘ fix* , jV t}xs ^xb J2x* x 
dxr )xK Jxp Wk'TkV <j^xr)xt ' • (3.22)
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(3.23)

Consider the cyclic permutation on the indices such that f-»t, 

f-»4 and i • Then 3.22 becomes

<) . / d ^x3 ^x* , 3 Zxk Jx*+ a -jxf ?xh)x#7x,'dx^r Jxe ) xf^x*"+ ^xl’^x*' dx?=,)•

Do another cyclic permutation on 3.23.
M

x2 *o x jx( jtrfe (3-24)

By a correct change of dumby indices, equations 3.22, 3.23 and 3.24

form

Jaf -

W

— — — • * 2 
<MS+ <U?= fi&)+ <&*_ a.. 3x\
J’x*' Jx*9 Jx'b dx2* dx*'& xf Ax^Tx* Jx^3xr?x%

.2 3 ,2 JJx' Xj _!_ _, <Txs Jx^ _ & ^xK Jxv __ ^xK 3K 1X
*J<)xQxi,)xr a^Jxl3xQxr a*‘ Jxrpxt <'>Xf’ a*1 Px/JxpJx? +

2 K Jx3 
<>x0 X r 3x'fc •

a (3.25)

Let i = fe and ; then 3.25 becomes

r>> + - &$(&+ 2V^^.(3.26,

Let us now define the Christoffel Symbol 3 such that

I—I • 4. cLStr _ (LSrf'i
I 2Sx^+^ ^xV

I +<r^
(3.27)
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(3.28)

Now equation 3.26 becomes

n = P . . a .
' >1 ‘,i dxr Jx^ dxr 3* dxf^xr <lx^

We wish to proceed to simplify 3.28 by mutiplying 3.21 with indices 

up, by <)xK/jx$

a ft = a H = a*j £ =
3xh ^x^^xl^x^ dx.i I ^x1.

Let f be replaced by (^>) anc^

j‘g- a'i &
i x* <)x (3.29)

Multiply 3.29 and 3.28 together: (Il

rf^P =artJ^V , ^+3^ a ■ f3 301
J^1 ^ydxf’dSS.lx^ Jpx^xNxPx"' ( )

Now let a**f =T' W1 C ' <U '<ia ‘
-r. 3,

By the use of 3.10 and by the fact that a°^ a(i. =<J , 3.30 becomes:
1 k

P £ ^XJ_P /"Jx^x e P C1* a2xk 
1 Ml V4 J^Wr - (3.32)

rr/>i= r^W+ jJxL
f dxf dxY dxf dx r

Now differentiate 3.33 with respect to x*& first. The third partial

(3.33)
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can then be reduced to zero.

d , b ^x*4 . 3x z P 1 3x* x4 /P f? Til
’^(,r S&- (3*34)

We see that 3.33 is an equation for a tensor when <)2xJ/^x^x^ 0. 

This process of differentiating is the beginning of showing the 

Riemann-Christoffel tensor!^

In 3.34 let <? replace r and < replace , so 3.34 becomes

<) ,3 2x3 x , t) / P zP \ <3 351
+ firms’- fiP1 ft is*’- (3'35’

3.34 becomes

3 A

dxf ^X?dx J

+ P p*. +r1 .Pp.
dx*’(>xrZx^+ n dx^xt <)xr 1 <)xfjx'rjxi

3x?
f. (3.36)

3.35 becomes

A* , arv? 3x*ax» r> +p4 A\ =

r^2*d
Jx f dx*

(3.37)

Now subtracting equation 3.37 from 3.36 and recognizing the fact 
d^x _ , ., . . .a ,\-py — ,= 0 or by the fact that <) x4/z)xQxr=0that

to make 3.33 a tensor. Therefore
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(3.38)

z> f, ,.4 _ + f 7 z } 2X*

STx* e>x^ <■) xf ~t?xK VxQxi Jsz Jx^ ^xr Jxl

cl!j'-t_ )£ef , P i ) 2x° _ P„ 'l
Jxfc x$ dy? P ^x/J-x^ Pfi Jx^fx7'

Now use of equation 3.33 to replace the second partials in 3.38 yields 

in such a way that all of the rr terms in 3.39 cancel; so now 3.38 

in simplified form can be designated:

? g? _ _ p * p+ p4 pa^^^\\T3k 'r > 'll<)x1

Now define the functions R such that

R< -if,?-d?- i-1 r+rsT"K Jx* dxt 'in Ipti + ! 1 ti, • (3.40)

So now equation 3.39 becomes

-J dxtc)xKix^_ * ^x1
(3.41)

_5
Next multiply 3.41 by <) x /Jxf4 , using equation 3.10:

?S. = r1 £2
l *KJ- ?x' i>x^£>xrdx^

(3.42)
- / R

J a-So now we see from 3.42 that R are functions of x of a fourth- 

ordered mixed tensor R^t called the Riemann-Christoffel tensor. 

Hence we have differentiated 3.33 when the second partial on the

right hand side was zero, and came up with the Riemann-Christoffel 

tensor. Another example of differentiating a tensor and getting a
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tensor from differentiating it is the covariant derivative. From

3.9 and 3.17 we see that

(3.43)

Differentiate 3.43 with respect to t and use the chain rule,

<)XC .V }xf
t)x(\)t e)x^x^ <)t (3.44)

To get rid of the second partial derivative in 3.44 we will use

equation 3.33. Then 3.44 becomes

jZ dx? _ } t)xv Jx$ ts, p -t ix1 p 1 ^x^x^'Jx'’
+ A {l^ n4--’ «

frH t}x\}xf
Ixf^t A M J^<)xJ A «*t

(3.45)

(3.46)

By using 3.43 and letting .3 be replaced by p in 3.46:

(J^+ 1 "P JsQx^H ~ J5r> Sv A}J

(&+xr/ )^e= &hxT "t St + Jat •

xr
t (3.47)

(3.48)

? fl] V fNow define A,( as the covariant derivative of A with respect to x:

a <ot„?'v s Z?+ _ f 

*- - $%r+ 1 1 .
(3.49a)

n r V v • n dAT dX" dx' „ , &Z \l
By use of the chain rule: > Now define — = A ,,

v 'l dx<
$t ’Idt .(3.49b)
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ci4 r i]
We call the intrinsic derivative. Incorporating 3.49 into 3.48 

fct
we get

X,fd/= Af}|jdxf (3.50)

We will use the fact that dxf = Qxt/^ x^dx^ and 3.50:

z \i „ A J <)xv JxL (- ,v = 0 (3.51)

Since dx^0, then 3.51 implies:

(3.52)

■\ b

3.52 shows that is a mixed tensor of order two.

The old view of a geodesic is to find curves of shortest

distance on a surface. We will have a surface represented by 

*12x1=xt(u ,u ). Note that the two-dimensional rotation can be

extended to n-dimensional rotation (i.e. replace say by

). This was done from 3.16 to 3.17. We need
1 (2 (3 in'

geodesics in order to explain parallel transport. This was shown

in figures 2.18 and 2.19.

We will now proceed to find the expression of the geodesic 

Let H be a curve such that u’,=u“ (t) where t is a parameter on a 

surface S. Find the distance between points and P^ where

W
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Of

t=t^ and t=t^ are the respective parameters of the curve u . They 

will be in some neighborhood for£>0. And let

11 (t) =u’‘ (t)4£ w“* (t) (3.53)

where at w* (tp=w°<(t2)=0(for<* =1,2) .

The length of the curve G in the neighborhood of P and P? is

given by 1.3 where we will sum each increment from t^ to

, P2 . du* du^.k,
S > dt-

tl

T . du^ duf ‘'x i .1 2 du1 du2. 
Let (g°?dl d£ } = <*>(U ’U }dt’ dt

(3.54)

So by equation 3.54:

g2>a.

The length of curve U is

L=J 2<|)(U1,U2,~, ~ )dt=L(e)

(3.55)

(3.56)

'l

So as line L=1 and from equation 3.53, it can be concluded that

jL(e) _ M , pi -
w")dt (3.57)

where w** = . Since L is continuous in an 6 neighborhood, then
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by use of Taylor's formula expanding]-) about 0:

2
L(6) = L(0)+^+ + (3.58a)

HO-LOT = £2^2+-- (3.58b)

So by 3.58: & = lim ---- ^°~^
e-»o e

means that —• =0. So

We know tha lig L(fe)=L(0), which

(3.59)

Since G is a geodesic and from 3.59 and integrating by parts on

theVv terms:

d Jlj) „<
} w dt = 0. (3.60)

Since G is a geodesic using 3.60, it follows that

^A _ - nFt W ’ 0 for all w. (3.61)

By use of 3.54 we arrive at

1 f/ u <ul
a = — and 2~f 77 (3.62)

So incorporating 3.62 into 3.61 we get:
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<L(S*p/)_ 1

$ 2<f

IU' U/+CT-/3 Uj (3.63)= 0

Now let the parameter t act as s for arc length, and from 3.54
^i =

3.63 with = 0 = 0 becomes

«rds2+cf^ }~s ~s ~ °- (3.64)

From 3.27 it follows that

^4 = r. >+r. .
?xl Ho (3.65)

Then, by 3.31, it follows that

=r~i p _ p«- r r (3.66)

So now equation 3.64 becomes from 3.66:

/uf.r fdudu’’, „
9>fp ” E E > ■ °-

Multiply 3.67 by g*^ and recognizing that g’1'

(3.67a)

l

? :

,2

ds

£ PT chf £uv= a2u* p* chfduV = n
2 ' <rY ds 1 s , 2 ‘ w ds dsas

(3.67b)

1
This is the differential equation sought for geodesics. We can
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see that for u°* to be a straight line will mean that 3.67b is satis- 

*fied if ds does not change for a change of u*. That is = con- 
ds

stant. And for x transferred to a plane, this equation holds, since 
dg«|> . . . .

chP’ u> lor a metric is constant. This means that the Christoffel 

Symbol is eliminated. Then 3.67b follows.

Components of a vector denoted by A and the coordinates X =

Xl(t) along the curve satisfy the condition:

d^
dt (3.68)

For A on curve C; and u4 = u4 (s) on S is the same A as above. 

If A satisfy 3.68, then all of the are said to be parallel.

We will now show the new views of tensors. In doing this we 

will show how the new views and old views are related. Tensors 

were first introduced by the metric tensor g defined such that 
g(^ ) = = . A tensoJ Lan be thought of as inserting

a vector such that:

F(.. . ,u) = F(u) .

Insert a 1-form and a vector and get a number:

F(<r,u) =<t,f(u)> =<r-F(u).
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This will give rise to the machine idea of the tensor. 

If F(...,u) is a vector with components F u, then

F( ,u) = <^,F(U)> F^uj

111 nA general tensorL of rank ( ) (n~slots for n 1-forms and 
m

m-slots for m vectors) is denoted:

H ’ P»v>y • »w?
n 1-forms m vectors

Supposed? has rank (^) and has components = S (w01 ,w^,ey)

(4.0)T f2l
The components of S£r,/l, v) are expressed such that 

,v^ey) = V^SCw^w/,^ ) =

Note the similarity between this expression and the expression of

3.0. Here we can see that the components of v,Jc, and relate to

the components of the tensor in 3.0.

[2]
Transformations of the components of S will be denoted

1 !

b x< = - y
' kV aV

We can proceed in the same way to prove Theorem 1 if,

A = X / > and
v’/t.-V*
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To modify a tensor to accept either a 1-form or a vector requires 

that S(<r,W, V) = S(<r,W, V). For this to occur, we must be in a

metric space. We will find that this is not the case in non-metric

space. This means that the components of S are equal:

s'^7<^w?v'v =

The next statement makes it more evident why we cannot just

throw in a vector or 1-form in any slot of a tensor, at will.

By summing and use of the metric, the following condition exists:

S^=/^S^or = i[f g£y.

2 13 0For the terminology (p,^),^) and ( ), each term has a total
f?] 2 13 0

rank of 3. The upstairs index ( ( ),( ),( ) and ( ) ) will be 

denoted contravariant. The downstairs index ((^) , (q) and (g))

will be denoted covariant. So has as a contravariant and

and Or are covariant.

Since tensors are nothing but functions, they can be added,

provided that they are of the same rank. The idea of the machine 

[2]
made the tensors function. So

(aQ+bS) (U,V,W) = aQ(U,V,W) + bS(U,V,W).

We know that g(U,V) = U’V from above.
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From here to the end of this section on tensor S, vie will show 

some examples of the tensor (such as the covariant derivative of tensors, 

in metric and non-metric space).

We will show the covariant derivative's contribution to the

geodesic and to parallel transport. Along this line (of the covar

iant derivative) we will relate these views (i.e., the new ideas of

the covariant derivative) with the old views.

Let 0 be denoted as the tensor product of g(U,V). We will need 

this tensor product to show why we call a vector, a vector and a

1-form, a 1-form.

The metric can be written in terms of the dual basis 1-forms. We

are in a metric space, and we would like to see what the basis 1-forms

look like:

g= dx^0 dx . (4.1)

2
The line element can be written (ds) = r dx^dx^, which 

[2Jexpresses ds in an unspecified direction.

Contraction was mentioned in the old view, and we will mention

it here. Let R be a fourth-ranked tensor. Define M such that:

M(u’v)= IE? R(e* ,U,wu,V)=uAv/R (e*. ,e^,w*,&,,). 
tx =0

Then by 4.0:

M(U,V) = uAv'X/, (4.2)

M(U,V)=M(u/^u ,v'e>tf'v’<M(e/A,el<)=tvM]^ir= uAv^R^JV (4.3)
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which means that . We can see the relationship between 4.3

and the one on page 4 fe .

The concept of contraction will be used to describe:

. O is just a contraction of w/’ande.

Symmetry of a tensor S is such that

S(U,V,W)=S(U,W,V)= S(V,W,U) = ... (4.4a)

Note the similarity between this equation and equation 3.7 

Now an anti-symmetric tensor H is such that

H(U,V,W) = -H(V,U,W) = +H(V,W,U) = -H(W,V,U) = ... . (4.4b)

where 4.4 and 3.8 are a bit similar.
[2l

The Wedge Product for two given vectors, U and V define a bivector

UAV by use of the tensor product:

UAV4J8V - u av. (4.5)

The Wedge Product for two given 1-forms, and A defines a 2-form 

c<A^ such that

^4 =«< a^A (4.6)

We see that the Wedge Product is a way of getting another

tensor. We can visualize the Wedge Product as a type of machine.

Hence we can form a trivector from the three vectors U,V and W.

And by a similar process form a 3-form from three 1-formsand
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To make the comparison between vectors and tensors at neighbor

ing events one must, in a local Lorentz frame, parallel transport

the vectors to a common event.

A tangent vector U is defined purely in terms of a corresponding

directional derivative:

We can see the relationship of 2.12 and 2.18 to 4.7.

Consider the following curve P(\) where is a parameter.

f2?The covariant derivative V W of a vector field W 1 along P has 

a tangent vector U = dP/dX. From figure 4.1:

£ w= wu(p(e)) -w (P(O)) . (4.8)

DefineV W to be 
v U

V W = lim —— = lim( 
U £->0 & 0

W(P(O-W(P(0))
(4.9)

So for T along a curve P(\):

V T. I.im (rex*»-jg,(Q>> )
at P(0) 0

(4.10)
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Now def ineV T(....... ,U)=V T. (4.11a)

From figure 4.1, VUT= 0 means that T is parallel transported 

along U= dP/d\ .

In arbitrary local frame the components of VT is the directional 

derivative of the components of T denoted T^y(in this case). This 

is not true in a general basis j^?(P)j and its corresponding dual 

basis '(P)j which varies from point to point. So 7T=T(T^egSw^) 

will contain contributions of V e/? and Y w^and also if
7

V Tt= dli=T^ ,xw* , (4.11b)

which comes from 2.19. We are in curved space. We will have the

basis vectors and 1-forms changing from point to point, as one can

see in figure 2.3.

Now we define the connection coefficients for the ’winding and 

weaving' of Y ea and

(4.12)

Note the difference between 4.12 1 and 3.27 (and also with 

reference to 3.31). Equation 2.31 and 4.12 imply

(4.13)

since <w*, Yy e^> = = Pf, <w*,ep = = P.

We will attempt to show that the components ofVT are expressed 

in terms of P .

CARROLL COLLEGE LIBRARY 
HELENA, MONTANA 59601
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The covariant derivative obeys the chain rule law for the 
IVl

product ® r That is,

Vu (fAS B ) = (yuf )A&B+f (VA)8 B + fAS) ftTB) .

Since <C,w°<,e^=£ from equation 2.9 we know that

V.Cw'.ep = )^<w*',e<> = 0.

But^w*,e^} is a contraction of w*®e, since for ®< ..S',

tensor

(4.14)

(4.15)

= 1.

Therefore,

=7y<w'/8e5 >= (Vy w* )S e^+ w*0(VY ) =<Vy w*,<^> +<ww,?y e^> . 

From 4.15 0 = <sVyw°/,e^+<(w^,Vye^)> = <^/ywat,ep'> + 1 , which means that

<V.,w* ,e^> = -I j5V . (4.16)

And from equation 2.31:

V„w*= wf. (4.17)

We are now able to find the components of the gradient denoted

Since T^,y=V,T £< o t€ = <m, then we know that 
ev

VuT=(VuT^)e“<0w^'KI1^(l7ue*)®W*,+ ri1i^8(?uwfS)- (4.18)

Since U=tTej and V =U^V =u^V^, then 4.18 becomes: 
u e v

VuT = u^{^,y e,8wC+T^(?^e^)8wf+T^ e^8(Vyw/)J . (4.19)
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By use of 4.13 and 4.17

7UT =u<wf,e£Z>{^,y + T^r^
(4.20)

Therefore,

t .y=Tp+t/^ P^v (4.21)

[2]Hence we have the components of (7T in terms ofP .‘

The correction terms Tr are for the winding and weaving from

point to point. In flat space the TP terms disappear because there

is not any change from point to point.

U is the tangent vector to the curve P(X) so that U=dP/dX.

The components of are denoted D /dX . Therefore,

(4.22)

Because the basis is a coordinate basis, U^=d x^/d\ since U =dP/d\. 

Because U=u and referring back to 4.21 recognizing that u = dx /dA-.

(4.23)u1'= —tP — pr T"" 1^2-T^;VU d< f p/dX'

[2l
We need 4.22 and 4.23 to express parallel transport. The need 

for these equations is because we wish to useto parallel transport 

a vector along itself!

A geodesic of spacetime is a curve that is straight and uniformly

parametrized as measured in each local Lorentz frame along its way.

A geodesic is acurveP(X) that parallel transports the tangent vector
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U along itself, so

VUU = 0. (4.24)

in a coordinate system x’z(P) where P is an event.

Why should one want to parallel transport a vector along itself?

In physics, when a particle falls in a positive gravity field it will 

fall along a unigue path in which the gravity field will choose.

The path the particle takes is a geodesic. This is why we want to 

parallel transport a vector along

By the use of 4.22, 4.23 and

= D( dx^/dX) = d(dxK/dX) 
ax a x

And 4.25 becomes:

a2x p* dx^dx 7 
dX2 + > ax ax “ 0 •

This is the geodesic equatioi 

x^(A) •

We now wish to show a physical example of what the connection 

coefficients actually do.

Consider a sphere which is close the the shape of the earth in 

[2]the following diagram.

itself.

the fact that u^dx^/dA, then:

/p* dx/* .dxv .
(I^d^ax- (4*25)

(4.26)

for the coordinates of the geodesic
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Geodesic G

A plane is enroute from P to Q (P and Q are points) along the

path of shortest distance.

Let V be a velocity vector and constant along the curve G and 

V is expressed as V =v0efe + where eG and are the same, as

described in figure 3.2.

The components of V(v^ and v0) are not constant along G.

Since VvV=A= a°e0+ a^e^= 0, then

&
6 dv'

dt = 0 and
<b dv^ 
r = .dt vPv" = 0= ¥+re

n
m n 

V V + 1

—1Jwhere the I are the winding and weaving coefficients. That is to 

tell how fast to turn the components of the vector to keep it

constant with respect to the plane. So then = 0 means that

the plane can be parallel transported from its own basis vectors. The

components of V must be kept fixed to achieve this great circle;

therefore,

a/ n

dt dt °
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The winding symbols are used to describe the turning of the lines 

of latitude and longitude, relative to this parallel transport basis;

therefore,

—j yr»
V ve© - I ©n v e m

, r7*» /I
^v^=‘ <h V e"

This should give a better understanding of what the P (connec

tion coefficients) symbols are.

Suppose we now get rid of the metric: that is no g tensor.

Note the properties of a tensor without a metric. A tensor must

reside at a specific event Qo, just as any vector or 1-form does.

There are a few things that a tensor cannot do in a non-metric

space that it can do in a metric space. Each slot of T is

specific, i.e., that slot will accept either 1-forms or vectors but 

not both, since there is no way to convert U (in equation 2.1) to

3
a corresponding vector without a metric. If T is a (^) tensor then 

it cannot be converted ot a (J), (q)» (^) or (4) and so on» tensor. So
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then the indices of T cannot be raised or lowered. Except for 

the restrictions stated, a tensor T in non-metric space is the

same as ever.

A vector U, given at only one point Po means that

Uo[f] = ^f (4.27)

which associates a number with the point Po. Therefore,

(4.28)

4.28 was shown in 2.23.

Parallel transport locally in flat space is done by 

^A and ^B' ^A=^B t^ien Pick UP and move toward V ,

comparing

and if it

looks the same, then V is parallel to V (no length in metric A n

space). For parallel transporting in flat space is independent of

the curve used

along one curve then it may be different along another

We wish to find how rapidly a vector

a curve, with U= d/d\ , a tangent vector Consider the following
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dV/dX = VJV = "covariant derivative of V along U."

For V at\=Xo+f , and parallel transport V back toX = X(3. We

will find how much V differs there. 7 V is the same in both part 

I and part II of figure 4.6, ifU is kept small enough as compared 

to the vector field. If U is arbitrary small). Therefore,

V V= lim
£->o

V(A0+fe )-V(X0)l 
i- -I

(4.29)u

Let A,B, and C be vectors such that A+B =Cand let A,B, and C

.[2]be each parallel transported. Consider the following figure:

Then A+B = C is always true; if such were not the case, it would 

violate the equivalence principle (i.e., in an arbitrary local part 

of a point, where there is no way to tell whether the space is flat 

or curved.)

Given a geodesic of any manifold, one can construct a unique 

corresponding covariant derivative by Schild's ladder. Note that 

dV/dk=V^V = 0 is the equation for being parallel transported along 

a vector U . To test whether a curve P(X) is a geodesic, apply

= 0 with a tangent vector U= d/d\, and if it works, this means 

that P(\) is a geodesic. Hence a geodesic is equivalent to the
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covariant derivative. (Note that parallel transport of a 1-form o' 

along a tangent vector U is denoted =0.)

Note that if T is a (^) tensor field,?T is a (^) tensor field. 

Choose an event Po and vectors U,V,W and 1-forms<r in the tangent 

space Po. Let V,W and 6~ be a constant along U such that/V =

V w = V = 0 at Po and define 
U u

VT(r,v,w,u) = 7 (T) (<r,v,w ) =7 [T(r,v,w>] = ) [t( ,v,w,)] .
u u uL (4.30)

We know 4.30 to be true from the properties of 7 and .

V differs from a tensor in two ways:

1) The middle slot of V does not accept a vector; it must be

a vector field and the vector field is to be differentiated

2) Note that the covariant derivative operator (V) is not 

linear and a tensor must be linear. For example, consider

7 (a<T,f(P)V(P), bU)s <a«r,7buf (P)V(P)> =abf<<r,7uV> + ab^tf ,Y>7 f.

(4.31)

If V is linear then the second term in 4.31 is zero.

Suppose V U = 0; then U is parallel transported along itself.

Let x*(P) be a given coordinate system and basis vectors eK= ^/Jx’

induced by a tangent space at each event and given that P for

this coordinate basis, and the component form of the geodesic equation

7QU = 0 becomes a differential equation for the geodesic x*(X).
„ , , TT /T, dX^ ex

We know that U = d/dX = and U=u where u are the comp

onents of U.
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If we apply the operator to a =if e^, we have, by use of 4.20 

and 2.1,:

(4.33)

We may note the similarity between 3.67 and 4.33. We can now 

find a geodesic equation of a particle, when it follows the geodesic 

x Q-). A particle falling through the positive gravity field will 

satisfy 4.33, since all particles which freely fall through a positive 

gravity field, fall in the path of the geodesic.

We may parallel transport any vectorV along any desired curve 

through P0(as we did in figure 2.18 and 2.19) such that

V v = 0. u
This leads to

dv* , p” d.vf
~ °’

(4.34)

which is the component form of the parallel transport equation of a

vector V.

Why the vector V is parallel transported along the tangent 

vector U is the question which was answered on page 68.
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We can see that U is a tangent vector to the geodesic xK (X) . 

An example of this vector V to be parallel transported along the 

tangent vector is as follows: Consider a particle falling through 

a positive gravity field and suppose that this particle possessed 

a vector not directed in the path of fall. That vector is parallel 

transported along the geodesic by the equivalence principle (if the 

vector did not change along the path with respect to the particle). 

So the particle will satisfy 4.341 Jor 3.68, since both equations 

look identical.
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CONCLUSION

Hopefully the many examples used contribute to an understanding 

of why we need curves, vectors, 1-forms and tensors. We saw great

similarities between old and new views.

The new view brought about the condition that events, curves, 

vectors, 1-forms and tensors need no metric to be described in a 

coordinate system. There is still some confusion incorporated in 

a non-metric space. The confusion lies in the fact that we are not 

called upon to visualize what non-metric space looks like. What 

should be clear is that non-metric space relies on a type of 'feel' 

(like heat differences) as we illustrated in describing this system. 

What is really interesting is the fact that curved space seems to be 

a more general case than flat space, because we can put the flat 

space restrictions into curved space, but never the reverse.

In non-metric space, devices such as curves, vectors, 1-forms, 

and tensors are unaffected whether the space is flat or curved.

Einstein's equations on general relativity have a metric 

incorporated in them, and Schrodinger stated that given a specified 

metric it need not hold in certain circumstances. In effect, we 

must try to see how far we can go without a metric before we think 

we may need a metric. If the case were that we did not need a 

metric, we would not really need curved space to describe curves,
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vectors, 1 forms, or tensors. If we can describe things in non- 

metric space we can surely describe them in any other type of 

space including a metric space. If one wishes to measure in a non

metric space, it is permissible.
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